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The purpose of this thesis is to describe the use of An Analysis of Slang
Language Use in Transvestites Community in Taman MakamPahlawan Street
village Paroposub-district Panakkukang Makassar City.
The data was collected from population of transvestite community in
Taman MakamPahlawan Street village Paroposub-district Panakkukang Makassar
City.
The method which is used in this thesis is qualitative descriptive method.
Total sampling is 30 transvestites. The purpose of using qualitative descriptive
method is to give this thesis a general idea about slang language.
The result of this thesis indicates that slang language which is used by
transvestite is very different from standard language both in from and meaning.
The use of slang language by transvestite community is limited to informal
situation. Transvestite use slang language in order to establish an intimate
situation and keep his own identity.

x

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. Background of Research
As a natural fact, human need a means to convey something that is desired
by another human. Cruse (2000: 3) says that language is a system of arbitary,
vocal symbol which permits people in a given culture, or other people who have
learned the system of that culture, to communicate or to interact. Branbrook
(2002: 127) says language is a system of arbitrary vocal symbols used for human
communication. Language is very diverse and varied, there is a formal language,
informal, standard and non-standard language, but among all existing languages,
there is a language used by a particular community that is transvestite.
Transvestites are individuals who participate in a special community,
where they are faced with two choices, being male or female, (Chaer, 1987: 52).
Both of these options will bring the consequences of each. Transvestite is part of a
community group that has its own part of the community. Likewise with the
language they use slang.
Transvestite community is minorities in the society, which is of social
group from same environment, generally have the same interests, Richard and
Dave (2006: 64)
Slang languange is a secret language held by certain segments of society
that are not possessed by other groups. With Regard to language, Chaer (1995:
87-88) states that "slang is a social variation that is privileged and confidential.
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That is, the variation is used by certain circles are very limited, and may not be
known to the outside of the group.
Conotative is not the true meaning, Lehrer (in Chaer, 2007: 152) states that
the connotation has cultural meaning or emotional who subjective characteristic
the cling in one of word or phrase. Connotation can form positive or negative.
Combaine between slang language on the connotative meaning likes used by
transvestite communities in use words is not real meaning (Berger, 2010: 1).
In this research, the researcher is doing the research related with slang
language used by transvestites, because they use a unique language, and they are
able to create their own language. Connotative used is fundamental to this,
because connotative meaning is not true, therefore among the research transvestite
use more specific language that, for example: Banana, jam sandwich, behind. So
that, their expressions cannot be understood by other communities. It is also
based on the experience and phenomenon, in which the researcher has a
transvestite friend, making it easier for researcher to conduct research on the use
of slang in the transvestite community and it also makes researcher wants to
investigatie the language used by transvestite community, because the language
they use is a language that has a different meaning and it can be understood by
their communities.

B. Problem Statement
For using slang language, there are three elements that can be studied, for
example: social, cultural and language aspect but the researcher focused more on
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the use of slang language by transvestite community in Makassar, to be more clear
and specific, the researcher formulated the research questions as follows:
1. What is the meaning of slang expressions used by transvestite when they
communicate each other?
2. What is their motive to use slang when they communicate each other?

C. Objective of Research
Transvestite is a community who also use the language of everyday in
life. The ability of the transvestite of creating new Indonesian language is a
phenomenon that is quite unique, because every word they create to linguistics
diversity of languages unique to be studied. The objective of this research is as
follows:
1. To describe the meaning of expressions used by transvestite when they
communicate each other.
2. To explain their motive to used slang when they communicate each other.

D. Significance of Research
The result of this research is expected: to give contribution to the
development of linguistics, linguistics repertoire, particularly the aspects of
lexical semantics. It can also be taken as reference for the studens who want to
observe more other aspect of slang language used by transvestites community, to
enrich development slang language in specific discoveries about use slang
language in transvestites community.
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E. Scope of Research
Based on the identification problem, the researcher limites her explanation
of slang language used by transvestite in Makassar as the main target of research.
It is focused on meaning expression and their motive to used slang language in
community with their friends.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
This chapter deals with some relevant research findings, some pertinent ideas,
resume and theoretical framework.
A. Some Relevant Research Finding
To prove the originality of this study, the writer presents the previous
researchers, they are:
Siregar (2010) in her thesis entitled “Slang Among Transvestites On The
Street Gajah Mada”. She found that language is created as communication and
interaction tool in the transvestite community. This research is not only based on
glossary tract but also field study involvement, which is show that the language is
created by the community. The language also related with Indonesian language.
There are new gloss constructions which construct meaning. It aims transvestite
language shown that the language have synonymy, antonym, polisemy, and
meaning changing relation. Whereas the lexical structure has specific
construction, i.e. addition, deletion, and new gloss construction, arranged and not
arranged.
Johan (1991) in her thesis entitled “Slang Use Among Teens”. She found
that teenagers use slang in order that the contents of the conversation are not
understood by other social groups, and they want identity themselves. The aims of
this study is to create familiarity enviroment among the teenagers, and for more
modern society.
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After comparing two researchers, they have similarity to the writer is will
research which is talking about slang. The similarity between Siregar and the
researcher is focused on analysis used of

slang language in tranvestite

community. The difference are the object of study which is focused toward
semantic description of transvestite language shown that the language have
synonymy, antonym, polisemy, and meaning changing while the researcher
focused on meaning in language use of slang words. The similarity between Johan
and the researcher is the use of slang language. The different are Johan’s object
of research is among teens while researcher object of the study is the transvestite.

B. Definition of language
1. Language
There are many definitions of language. The researcher will present
definition which are given by some linguists. Trask (1999: 34) says that
language is a system of symbols and signs. The meaning of a symbol system is
a symbol of the relationship with the conventional meaning. While the system
is a sign that the relationship is not conventional signs and meanings but is
determined by the nature or particular characteristics possessed object or
situation in question. Language is a symbol system sound, are arbitrary, it is
used by a speech community to collaborate, communicate, and identify. Chaer
(2004: 1). It illustrates that language is a sound that is used by people to
communicate. While Saussure (1991: 56) says the language was divided into
three;
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a. Laparole is a common pattern language spoken individual.
b. La langue is a certain common patterns in language specific individuals
as well, for example, a language that has a system (object and verb) or
(verb and object).
c. La language is a common pattern found in all languages of the world,
such as phonemes, morphemes, semantic, lexeme, and a grapheme is the
totality of language and another language definitions proposed by Yule
(2006: 40) argues that the first language is not the expression but the
expression of their ideas or feelings, affection-affection.
Therefore, Humboldt (1999: 80) says the language was not completed,
but rather an ongoing process. Language is a product of minds that
continuously repeated for the use of the sounds to expression mind.
Besides that Bloomfield (1983: 16) says language is a set of utterances
that appear within a speech community. Speech is to be studied to determine
the parts. Then, for language is a set of data that may arise in a society.
According to Sapir (1949: 10) Language is a cultural or social product
and must be understood as such, language is an essentially perfect means of
expression and communication among every known people.
Furthermore, Chomsky (1986: 67) says language is a system. The
system means the way or rules. As a system of language is at once systematic
and systemic. Systematically arranged by means of a pattern language, not
arranged randomly in vain. Systemic means that language is not a single
system but also consists of sub-systems or subordinate system.
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From the researcher point of view, the language is sound generated by
said instrument in the form of form and meaning, the system marks or system
symbol, as a communication tool, and is used by groups of people or
communities to identification in meaning associated with use of the language
contained in the spoken word.
2. Slang
To know some slang language use in transvestite do data collection likes divide
slang word, which is includes slang general and slang specific.
Slang word etymologically derived from the word “sling” the Courant
piece associated with the linked word “beggar rogues language and language”
the language of the beggars and street children. according to Swam (2005:
526), slang language is a very informal kind of vocabulary, mostly used in
speech by people who know each other well.
Besides that, acc ording to Mattiello (2008: 21) Slang is occasionally
private, obscure or nearly incomprehensible to outside, it generally creates a
sense of intimacy among group members, but at the same time it may create
sense of exclusion or even rejection among those people who are not part of the
group. There are four aspects of language that caused one slang Rahardja and
Loir, (1988: 16) namely;
a. Core secret talks
b. Differentiating themselves from previous generations
c. Develop an identification code
d. Declared themselves in solidarity
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According to Hotten (1858: 64) says “slang language is the language of
street humor, of fast, high and low life. It is the vulgar language of secrecy,
they are both universal and ancient, and appear to have been the peculiar
concomitants of gay, vulgar or worthless person in every part of the world, at
every period of time.
Eble (1996: 9-13) defines Slang is innovative, but so language in
general, there is no evidence that slang is created in special or unfamiliar ways.
Furthermore, she states that slang is mainly words or group of words, though
body language and the sound, used are often important in conveying meaning
of slang expressions.
Lighter (1996: 124) defined slang as informal, non-standard, non
technical vocabulary composed chiefly of novel sounding synonyms for
standard word and phrases.
Webster (2004: 47) says slang is language of particular group, trade or
pursuit or an informal, non-standard vocabulary changed words and
extravagant, forced or facetious figures of speech. Slang usually has a short
life, because it is invented to fit a particular situation at a given moment
(Mencken, 1960: 5).
According to Saeed (2007: 167) Slang is either formal dialect slang or
jargon used by teenagers (especially urban), to be temporary, just a variation of
the

language,

its

use

include:

vocabulary,

expressions,

intonation,

pronunciation, patterns, context and distribution. Slang is not an official
language diversity, and seasonal nature of raw, worn by certain social groups
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for internal comunication, with the intention, that are not members of the group
do not understand.
Besides, Coleman (2012: 5) says slang is sloppy, vulgar, ugly, and trival.
Its user are either uneducated individuals who don’t know any better, reducated
ones who really should.
Holmas (1999: 27) states that slang is slang that live in the community
and the original hearer use in everyday life, such as in a chat among friends, or
in the media such as TV, movies, and most likely in the novel when describing
a particular social atmosphere.
Chaer (2004: 67) defines as the variety of language which is not
officially used by the youth or a particular social group for internal
communication as a group of business people outside do not understand, such
as the all-new vocabulary and subject to change. This I s in line with the
opinion Crystal (2006: 57) says that slang is the linguistic divergence from
standard ( high language ) usage and is commonly characterized by imaginary,
creativity and wit- so much that it is called the common people’s.
From the researcher point of view, slang is a language variety used by a
particular community, which is not known by other people, this language is a
language that is confidential also. We can conclude that slang is a kind of a
very informal vocabulary, which is usually used in conversation by people who
know each other well, especially used by transvestites.
3. Semantics
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“The word semantics is derived from the Greek “semaino”, meaning, to
signify or mean. Semantics is part of the larger study of signs, semiotics. It is
the part that deals with words as signs (symbols) and language as a system of
signs (words as symbols) (Hipkiss, 1995: 156)”.
Furthermore, he states that semantic is taken from Greek word
“semaino”, it is meaningful or interpret sign. Semantics is part of a field study
on a broader meaning, namely Semiotics. It also discusses the semantics of
symbols, signs, and language as a unity symbol system.
Meanwhile, Saeed (2002: 3) briefly interprets the semantics as follows:
“Semantics is the study of meaning communicated through language”. Shorter
again, Hurford and Heasley (1983: 1) define a very simple semantics, they say
“Semantics is the study of meaning in Language”.
In addition, Palmer (2001: 1) as the semantics meaning of one part of
the branch of linguistics. He explained that “Semantics is the technical term
used to refer to the study of meaning, and since meaning is a part of language,
semantics is a part of linguistics”.
The meaning of a sign or symbol here is a linguistic signs. So, semantics
is the study relationship between linguistic signs with the things that was
tagged, or one branch of linguistics which studies the meaning of the language
(Kreidler 1998: 1).
According to Lyons (1977: 1) says semantics is the technical term used
to refer to the study of meaning, and since meaning is a part of language,
semantics is a part of linguistics.
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Besides Gregory (2000: 7) say that semantics is language that consists of
a structure that is associated with the meaning of an object in the world of
human experience. Semantics as the study of meaning is implied in the phrase
is also the object of discussion in semantics, and every word spoken by man, as
well as other social groups must have meaning. The analysis used in this
semantics theory is more focus on the type of meaning. According to Chaer
(1994: 289-296) there are many different type of meaning in the field of
semantics, namely:
a) Meaning of Lexical, Grammatical Meaning, and Conceptual
Lexical meaning is the meaning that suits its referents, meaning that
according to the observation of the sensory organs, or meaning that is real in
our lives while the grammatical meaning is the meaning that comes as a
result of the grammar such as the affixation, reduplication process, and the
process composition.
b) Referential Meaning and Non-referential
Differences referential meaning and significance on-referential based
there no referents of those words. If those words have referents, i.e.
something beyond language referred to by the word, the word is called word
meaning referential. If those words do not have a referent, the word is called
word meaning non-referential.
c) Meaning of denotative and connotative meanings
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Lehrer (1989: 78) says denotative is a word meaning denotation of a
general nature and is directly showed its true meaning by dictionary
(meaning simple).
Another definition is shown by Murphy and Koskela (2010: 87) say
semantics is language consisting of the structure which is the meaning and
word that contain the true meaning.
Cruse’s point of view (2006: 2) says semantics is the major division in
treatments of liguistic meaning is between semantics and pragmatics (althought
the term semantics also sometimes has a general sense which cover both).
Unlike Cruse, Griffiths (2001: 19) says that semantics is the study of
word meaning and sentences meaning, abstract away from context of use, is a
descriptive subject. Semantics as the study of meaning, that meaning is implied
in the phrase is als the object of discssion in semantics, and every word spoken
by humans, as well as other social groups have define meaning.
The researcher concludes that semantics is the branch of linguistics that
studies the linguistic signs or lingual signs with the things was signed
(meaning).

CHAPTER III
RESEARCH OF METHODOLOGY
A. Research Design
The method used in this research was qualitative descriptive method. This
research described the used of slang language in transvestite community.

B. The Population and Sample
1. Population
The population of the research was 30 transvestite community in Panakkukang
Makassar.
2. Sample
This study used total sampling. Total sampling is a sampling technique
where the number of samples equal to the population (Sugiyono, 2007: 85). It
means all population was taken as sample.

C. Instrument of the Research
In this research, the instrument be used by the researcher is the
questionnaire. (Sugiyono, 2006: 135). Questionnaire is used to collect data, this
technique a set of questions or statements are given to the respondent to answer.
There are ten items of questionnaire.
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D. Prosedure of Data Collection
In collecting data, the researcher used the form of questionnaire to find out
about slang language transvestite community in Panakkukang Makassar, as
follows:
1. Making an appointment with one of the transvestite community before
researcher interview them.
2. Then, beginning with an introduction to the transvestite community.
3. Then, the researcher will explain the purpose to know their language
4. After that, the researcher gave questionnaire to transvestite community.
5. The researcher gives 30 minute to the transvestite community to answer the
questionnaire.

E. Technique of Data Analysis
In analyzing data from questionnaire, the researcher used Rahardja and
Loir theory about dictionary of slang language.

CHAPTER IV
FINDING AND DISCUSSION
After the data are collected the researcher included terms obtained during
the study are terms slang. Data obtained from Transvestites Community in Taman
Makam Pahlawan Street village Paropo sub-district Panakkukang Makassar City.
A. Finding
Item 1
Why do you use slang in your community?
a.

There were 9 respondent choose “For myself”.

b.

There were 7 respondent chose “Secret language”.

c.

There were 1 respondent chose “Better understood as one respondent”.

d.

There were 13 choose alternative answer as follows:
1.

Because by using our slang, we can be familiar.

2.

More comfortable using slang language than other languages because
it is more relaxed.

3.

To convey the things that are considered closed to others so that they
do not know what is being said.

4.

As more sociable and unique.

5.

As our identity as transvestite community.

6.

More understandable if you use slang because, easy to communicate.

7.

Can used to communicate in the community because
language more pleasing to the ear.

8.

Slang language easy to talk and as consolation.

16

used slang
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9.

Because the language is easier to use so that others in the transvestite
community could be better understand.

10. More interested using slang language than any other language.
11. To keep every conversation that we say will not be understood by
people outside our community.
12. As internal communications outside the community did not
understand what was being said.
13. Language is funny, unique, and more relaxed used slang language as
informal language.
Item 2
When do you use slang in your community?
a.

There were 3 respondent chose “When there is an event”.

b.

There were 9 respondent chose “If all people crowd”.

c.

There were 7 respondents chose “time to relaxed”

d.

There were 10 choose alternative answers as follows:
1.

When they want to convey confidential information that is not known
by other communities or others about what was discussed.

2.

Arbitrarily, if longer wants to use slang because slang is not an official
language.

3.

When communication with another people.

4.

When transvestites gathered all of which are used in the community in
a relaxed state.
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5.

Slang language in our communities faster to understand the form of
abbreviations.

6.

When I get together with friends and talk each other using slang.

7.

Imitate slang language that is always using in our community.

8.

We are always use slang language in our community however; we are
not use in outside our community.

9.

To mock or talk about others.

10. When who want to express an opinion.
Item 3
What is your motive use slang in your community?
a.

There were 7 respondent chose “For life style”.

b.

There were 4 respondent chose “To establish familiarity with each other”.

c.

There were 3 respondents chose “do not be understand to another people”

d.

There were 16 chose alternative answers as follows:
1.

For pleasure, because the use of slang are the elements of
entertainment because of the unique and interesting language.

2.

For self-defense, group identity and solidarity means of improving our
community. Creating an atmosphere that is more familiar to keep
hospitality among us because the use of slang is more relaxing easier
to be said.

3.

Share confidential information in communications, we can form
words or terms.
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4.

To create a language of their own creativity within the community to
communicate every day.

5.

That slang usage is more quickly understood about what was said.

6.

Considered slang language that is easy to pronounce and more
familiarly used to strengthen the relationship.

7.

As a code language that is understood by certain circle.

8.

Generally used as a means of communication among the transvestites
communication during a certain period.

9.

To express a sense of community for the users.

10. Using slang language we want to declare themselves as members of
different group from other communities.
11. If do not use slang language it means outdated, ancient, less socially.
12. Follow trend.
13. To know more vocabulary in slang language
14. Looking for information from anywhere.
15. Talks to disguise meaning and signifies our distinctiveness as
transvestite.
16. To easy communication in every conversation, communication
happens in our community.
Item 4
What terms do you use in your community?
a.

There were 2 respondent chose answered “Cing (Teman) = (Friend)
Lekong (Kaum Waria) = (Transvestites)
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Cukcok (Cocok) = (Match)
b.

There were 1 respondent chose “Lebay (Berlebihan) = (Excessive
Slapped)
Cong (Bencong )
Kipas (Tempeleng) = (Fan)

c.

There were 1 respondent chose “Ni ye (Olokan Halus) = (Subtle Ribbing)
Pulse (Pulsa) = (Pulse)
Pestol (Kemaluan Laki-laki) = (Genitalia)

d.

There were 26 chose alternative answer as follows:
1.

Respondent 1
Kepo (Gila Urusan) = (Curiosity)
Masbuloh (Masalah Buat Loh) = (The Problem of You)
Rempong (Bikin Kesibukan) = (Make a Busy)
Pestol (Kemaluan Laki-laki) = (Genitalia)
Apik (Agak Pikun) = (forget)
Asbun (Asal Bunyi) = (Babble)

2.

Respondent 2
Mekong (Makan) = (Eat)
Jatuh Cintrong (Jatuh Cinta ) = (Fall in Love )
Doski (Pacar) = (Girlfriend)
G R (Gede Rasa) = (Over Confidence )

3.

Respondent 3
Mandole (Kerja) = (Work)
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Mawar (Lapar) = (Hungry)
Mataram (Lambat) = (Slow)
Misua (Suami) = (Husband)
Ni ye (Olokan Halus) = (Fear)
Ngeper (Takut) = (Afraid)
4.

Respondent 4
Habring (Bahagia) = (Happy )
Begokin (Begini) = (Like this)
Bonsai (Orang-Orang Kerdil ) = (Tiny People )
Beken (Bekas Kenek) = (The Former Conductor)
Blong (Tidak Perawan) = (Unvirginity)
Cabut (Berangkat) = (Departed)
Cembekur (Cemburu) = (Jealous)

5.

Respondent 5
Kepelong (Kepala) = (Head)
Kencana (Kencing ) = (Pee)
Kesindang (kemana) = (Where)
Akika (Aku) = (I)
Lamreta (Pergi) = (Go)
Lapangan Bola (Kamu) = (You)
Krejong (Cium) = (Kiss)

6.

Respondent 6
Nanda (Nanti) = ( Later )
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Porkas (Peras Otak Rencana Kaya Akhirnya Sengsara) = (Squeeze
Brain)
Kesandron (Cocok) = (Matches)
Jojoba (Jomblo-Jomblo Bahagia) = (Happy Single)
Minong (Minum) = (Drinking)
Bencus (Banci) = (Tranvestite)
7.

Respondent 7
Naspor (Nasi) = (Rice)
Menong (Mana) = (Where)
Lesbong (Lesbi) = (Lesbian)
Sekong (Sakit) = (Sick)
Pecongan (Pacaran) = (Courtship)

8.

Respondent 8
Berak (Beranak dalam Kubur) = (Lambing in the Grave)
Begokit (Aku dibawah Dasar) = (I was Under the Foundation)
Pulse (Pulsa) = (Pulse)

9.

Respondent 9
Jojing (Dansa) = (Dance)
Jebol (Hamil) = (Pregnant)
Ketokem (Ketemu) = (Meet)
CCA (Cari-cari Alasan) = (Looking for Reason)
Celokan (Celana) = (Pants)
Grobik (Mobil) = (Car)
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10. Respondent 10
Cess (Teman) = (Friend)
Berondong (Masih Merah ) = (teenager)
Cacamarica (cari) = (search)
Dude (duda keren) = (cool widower)
11. Respondent 11
Hamidah (Hamil) = Pregnant)
Jail-jali (Jalan-jalan) = (hang out)
Himalayang (Hilang) = (Dissapear)
Capcus (Pergi) = (Gone)
12. Respondent 12
Maluku (Kesana) = (There)
Diana (Dia) = (He)
Ending (Enak) = (Good)
Maharani (Kencing) = (Pee)
Eike (Aku) = (I)
13. Respondent 13
Makarena (Kepala) = (Head)
Fiktor (Fikiran Kotor) = (Negatif Thinking)
Labik (Balik) = (Turning)
Mejeng (Nongkrong) = (Hanging)
Eboni (Eee Botak ni ye ) = (Bald)
14. Respondent 14
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Dokud (Duda) = (Widower)
Romantic (Rokok, Makan, Gratis) = (Cigarettes, Eat, Free)
Dokat (Uang) = (Money)
Manja (Mandi Jarang) = (Rarely Shower)
Papa Carli (Pacar) = (Girlfriend)
15. Respondent 15
Mursidah (Murah) = (Cheap)
Motorola (Motor) = (Motorcycle)
Mukadima (Muka) = (Face)
Merekah (laki-laki) = (man)
Metong (jalan-jalan) = (Hange Out)
16. Respondent 16
Jayus (Joke-garing/tidak lucu) = (Is not Funny)
Jijay Markijay (Jijik) = (Disgust)
Kanua (Kamu) = (You)
Specil (Sepeda Cicilan) = (Bycickle)
Sakura (Saya Kurang Rapi) = (I am Less Neat)
17. Respondent 17
Soraya Perucha (Sakit Perut) = (Abdominal Pain)
Sirkuit (Sedikit) = (a Little)
Semampai (Semesterpun Tak Sampai) =(Less than Half)
Sepong (Siapa) = (Who)
Sastra (Satu) = (One)
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18. Respondent 18
Cumi (Cuma Miscol) = (Just Miscol)
Ember (Emang) = (you are right)
Rojer (Menyerahkan) = (Submit)
Rapi (Rahasia Pribadi) = (Privaticy)
19. Respondent 19
Gilingan (Gila) = (Crazy)
Pere (Perempuan Eksperimen) = (Experimental Women)
Organ Tunggal (Orangtua) = (Parents)
Serasi (Seperti Kera Sinting) = (Like Crazy Monkey)
S H (Susah Hidup) = (Difficult Life)
T S T ( Tahu Sama Tahu) = (Know Each Other)
20. Respondent 20
Organ (Orang) = (People)
Lalat Ijo (Tentara) = (Army)
Pisang Besar (Burung Tanpa Sayap) = (Bird without Wings)
Sableng (KurangAajar) = (Brash)
Sebel (Senang Betul) = (So Happy)
21. Respondent 21
Rambutan (Ranbut Keamin) = (virginity hair)
Pertiwi (Perut) = (Stomach)
Lupus (Lupain Pacar Utamakan Selingkuh) = (Forget Boyfriend
Cheating Priority)
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Bences (Banci) = (Transvestite)
Kulit Kacang (Kulit Kelamin) = (Genital Skin)
22. Respondent 22
Buaya Darat (Mata Keranjang) = (Eye the Basket)
Boby (Bokong Biadab) = (Shit Hump)
Cupen (Cukup Penting) = (Quite Important)
23. Respondent 23
Tinta (Tidak) = (No)
EGPCC (Emang Gue Pikirin Cuih) = (don’t care)
Akilah Lapangan Bola (Aku Lapar bo’) = (I’m hungry
SDMB (Sori Dori Mori bo’)
24. Respondent 24
Frokus (Frustasi) = (Frustrating)
Gemes (Genit Mesra) = (Flirtatious Intimate)
Giper (Pergi) = (Go)
Gino ( Gigi Nongol) = (Teeth Sticking Out)
Ganti oli (Ganti Pacar) = (Move On)
25. Respondent 25
Mojok (Pacaran ditempat sunyi) = (Dating lonely Place)
Salome (Satu Lobang Rame-rame) = (One Hole a Crowd)
Selai roti (Bersetubuh) = (Intercourse)
26. Respondent 26
Carmuk (Cari Muka) = (Advance Search)
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Mojok (Sunyi) = (Lonely)
Item 5
What are the causes of slang in your community?
a.

There were 5 respondent chose “The environmental effects”.

b.

There were 6 respondent chose “Friends”.

c.

There were 4 respondent chose “Community”.

d.

There were 15 chose alternative answer as follows:
1.

Because my profession often use slang that arise in my workplace.

2.

The factors emerging trends in the use of slang so it is often used in
day-to-day communications.

3.

Is one of the causes of environmental factor.

4.

Because it is susceptible to use slang language.

5.

Especially by word of mouth for easy to blend with other
communities.

6.

Factor of social networks like facebook, twitter, so that the emerging
slang.

7.

First of its frequency to join this community, and eventually love
interest cause because the language is very relaxed and unique if
applicable.

8.

Factor both print media and electronic media is very influential for the
use of one’s language, media spreading the slang.

9.

Influenced by cultural life where I had ivied from unusual to usual.
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10.

Social environment in the popular media are like TV, radio, the world
from film and used as a publication devoted to the transvestite.

11.

To appear more modern in order not to be considered less socially.

12.

Keep the contents of the conversation.

13.

Adoption of all kinds of code into slang to separate themselves from
that which is not understood to understand.

14.

The word contained meaning and connotation of its own meaning.

15.

Factor where the community is.

Item 6
What are your specific goals using slang in your community?
a.

There were 3 respondent chose “for more trend surrounding environment”.

b.

There were 5 respondent chose “Looks relaxed by”.

c.

There were 12 respondent chose “Strengthen relationships with each
other”.

d.

There were 10 chose alternative answer as follows:
1.

The secret languages of the goal for others outside in the community
or the community do not understand what we say.

2.

To facilitate communication among communities in everyday
communication.

3.

Maintained close relationship with others, as it was known at first we
did not each other, with our slang can become more familiar.

4.

To show ID as part of our community.
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5.

More familiar with members of the community and make a special
term in a lot of people talking.

6.

Make an exclusive group led to the creation secret language.

7.

It means of communication required by the transvestites to convey
things considered closed to other group so that others do not
understand what is mutually discussed.

8.

To express themselves with language.

9.

As the existence of a new vocabulary elicits vocabulary.

10. To feel the creation of or intimate environment and at the same times
as the in-group identity.
Item 7
What are the benefits you use slang in your community?
a.

There were 6 respondent chose “Better understand slang language”.

b.

There were 4 respondent chose “Additional vocabulary”.

c.

There were 10 respondent chose “The means of communication”.

d.

There were 10 chose alternative answer as follows:
1.

Giving the impression of a unique and entertaining while using slang.

2.

As no-formal communication advice to the other person in the
community for us to understand what the other person is delivered.

3.

As internal communications so that people outside the community do
not understand what we are talking about.

4.

To facilitate the delivery of the message delivered to them, because
the use of slangs it easier to communicate.
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5.

Have confidence, free to distribute vocabulary.

6.

Share to inform about new vocabulary slang language

7.

Not only used by certain groups of people but also special symbol
transvestite wherever they are.

8.

More likely to create a dictionary that focuses on transvestite language
as slang dictionary.

9.

For solidarity, then the creation of slang because, we as transvestite
usually consume contraband, so we use code to other if there is
something happen.

10. To hide our activities are carried out from the police.
Item 8
What makes you interested to join in the transvestite community, can you
specify?
a.

There were 9 respondent chose “Vulgar language”.

b.

There were 5 respondent chose “Blunt language”.

c.

There were 3 respondent chose “Language is relaxed”.

d.

There were 13 chose alternative answer as follows:
1.

In the transvestite community found many things that are unique and
interesting that makes me comfortable and fit in this community.

2.

My attraction to the transvestite that made me interested in being a
part of the transvestite community.

3.

Have additional friends’ especially personal experiences of each
member.
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4.

Because the slang language is easy using, every word use have style
language unique, sloppy, vulgar.

5.

Because due to biological factor that make me go in the transvestite
community.

6.

Often hearing that the slang spoken transvestites that got me interested
into the transvestite community.

7.

Everyday environmental factors that is close to the transvestite
community.

8.

Understandable language and additional vocabulary.

9.

Want to be different from other social group.

10. Because I realized that we are brothers and have the same values for
advancing and improving slang.
11. Unique language styles and a lot of spoken terms that provide a
comfortable mood slang term for saying it interesting and funny.
12. I think one of the interesting things using slang that is, within this
community meetings held occasionally, but in this case we still use
slang Indonesian mix well. So, even in serious situations can still be
laughing, joking with each other and are not tied to the official rules
for speaking.
13. Because we know that the slang language was originally used by the
thugs as a code when the police raid there was a conspiracy but,
specially transvestite community we use slang language as a secret
language, for fun, and not too look for issues relating to the police, the
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interesting use slang special for me because the community is the
place to channel slang terms.
Item 9
What do you think as if it was slang?
a.

There were 5 respondent chose “Private”.

b.

There were 6 respondent chose “Unofficial“.

c.

There were 8 respondent chose “Language identity”.

d.

There were 11 chose alternative answer as follows:
1.

Depicting unique language identity which is only understood by those
who join in the community.

2.

The language used for the common good that other people do not
understand.

3.

Vulgar language, rather nudity, language use what I want.

4.

Non-formal language which is made by transvestite community to
communicate.

5.

Creative language made by certain communities as their group
identity

6.

Slang is the language used in their community to keep the
conversation from other community or society.

7.

A code.

8.

As a symbol of social identity in the transvestite community in
particular

9.

Variations in language.
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10. Connotative language containing terms on every word.
11. Language that reflects the peculiarities of slang language used in the
community.
Item 10
What makes language slang becomes your identity?
a.

There were 11 respondent chose “Because of the unique language”.

b.

There were 5 respondent chose “Other than another language”.

c.

There were 9 Respondent chose “A differentiator among other
communities as much as”.

d.

There were 5 chose alternative answer as follows:
1.

Has a different language with other communities which have the
characteristic that made our identity.

2.

Easier mark our identity other members.

3.

If I use slang language others can already guess that I have an identity
in the use of slang.

4.

The language features of a personal nature the language of its own
distinctive form used terms.

5.

Language is relaxed so we also transvestites comfortable using.
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Vocabulary of slang
Slang in General Term

Slang in Specific Term

Kepo (Gila Urusan)

Pestol (Kemaluan Laki-laki)

Masbuloh (Masalah Buat Loh)

Mandole (Kerja)

Rempong (Bikin Kesibukan)

Mawar (Lapar)

Apik (Agak Pikun

Mataram (Lambat)

Asbun (Asal Bunyi)

Misua (Suami)

Mekong (Makan)

Ni ye (Olokan Halus)

Jatuh Cintrong (Jatuh Cinta )

Ngeper (Takut)

Doski (Pacar)

Habring (Bahagia)

G R (Gede Rasa)

Begokin (Begini)

Beken (Bekas Kenek)
Blong (Tidak Perawan)

Bonsai (Orang-Orang Kerdil )
Cembekur (Cemburu)

Cabut (Berangkat)

Kencana (Kencing )

Kepelong (Kepala)

Lamreta (Pergi)

Kesindang (kemana)

Lapangan Bola (Kamu)

Akika (Aku)

Krejong (Cium)

Jojoba (Jomblo-Jomblo Bahagia)

Nanda (Nanti)

Minong (Minum)

Porkas (Peras Otak Rencana
Kaya Akhirnya Sengsara)

Bencus (Banci)

Kesandron (Cocok)

Naspor (Nasi)

Pecongan (Pacaran)

Menong (Mana)

Begokit (Aku dibawah Dasar)

Lesbong (Lesbi)

Ketokem (Ketemu)

Sekong (Sakit)

Celokan (Celana)
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Berak (Beranak dalam Kubur)

Cacamarica (cari)

Pulse (Pulsa)

Hamidah (Hamil)

Jojing (Dansa)
Jebol (Hamil)

Himalayang (Hilang)
Maluku (Kesana)

CCA (Cari-cari Alasan)

Diana (Dia)

Grobik (Mobil)

Ending (Enak)

Cess (Teman)

Maharani (Kencing)

Berondong (Masih Merah )

Labik (Balik)

Dude (duda keren)

Dokud (Duda)

Jail-jali (Jalan-jalan)

Romantic (Rokok, Makan,
Gratis)

Capcus (Pergi)

Dokat (Uang)

Fiktor (Fikiran Kotor)

Mursidah (Murah)

Mejeng (Nongkrong)

Mukadima (Muka)

Eboni (Eee Botak ni ye )

Merekah (laki-laki)

Manja (Mandi Jarang)

Jijay Markijay (Jijik)

Motorola (Motor)

Kanua (Kamu)

Jayus (Joke-garing/tidak lucu)

Sakura (Saya Kurang Rapi)

Specil (Sepeda Cicilan)

Soraya Perucha (Sakit Perut)

Sepong (Siapa)

Sirkuit (Sedikit)

Sastra (Satu)

Semampai (Semesterpun Tak
Sampai)

Cumi (Cuma Miscol)

Rojer (Menyerahkan)

Ember (Emang)

Selai roti (Bersetubuh)

Rapi (Rahasia Pribadi)

Serasi (Seperti Kera Sinting)
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Gilingan (Gila)

Organ (Orang)

Organ Tunggal (Orangtua)

Pisang Besar (Burung Tanpa
Sayap)

S H (Susah Hidup)

Sableng (KurangAajar)

T S T ( Tahu Sama Tahu)

Rambutan (Ranbut Keamin)

Lalat Ijo (Tentara)

Pertiwi (Perut)

Sebel (Senang Betul)

Lupus (Lupain Pacar Utamakan
Selingkuh)

Buaya Darat (Mata Keranjang)

Kulit Kacang (Kulit Kelamin)

Cupen (Cukup Penting)

Boby (Bokong Biadab)

EGPCC (Emang Gue Pikirin
Cuih)

Tinta (Tidak)

SDMB (Sori Dori Mori bo’)

Akilah Lapangan Bola (Aku
Lapar bo’)

Gemes (Genit Mesra)

Frokus (Frustasi)

Gino ( Gigi Nongol)

Ganti oli (Ganti Pacar)

Mojok (Pacaran ditempat sunyi)

Salome (Satu Lobang Ramerame)

Carmuk (Cari Muka)
Mojok (Sunyi)
Pere (Perempuan Eksperimen)

C. Discussion
In this part, the researcher discussed the result of data analysis of
questionnaire in accordance with the scope of this research. Thus the discussion is
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about the use slang of language and their motive to use slang language in their
community in Makassar.
Based on the result of data questionnaire, the description of the items could
be presented as follows:
Item 1 most who chose answer D as much as 13 respondents the reason for,
because: “Originally slang used to conceal the contents of the chat in the
transvestite’s community, but, as is often used within the community and outside
the community, long term into everyday language. Not only that the transvestite
community is also creating its own secret language which later joined enriches
treasury slang language support. Transvestite community use slangs language
because language is regarded as a social identity and confidentiality with the
intentions of others or outside groups do not understand”.
Lowest answer is C as much as 1 respondent because “for lack knowing or not
knowing use slang language”.
Item 2 most who choose answer D as much as 10 respondents, the reason for,
because: “In general, transvestite has its own language in expressing selfexpression. The transvestites’ language later known as slang, in addition to having
unique characteristics are also creative, for that slang is used when all
transvestites gathered in the community, which is used in a relaxed state.
Lowest answer is A as much as 4 respondents this shows that transvestite using
slang language just for self identity”.
Item 3 most who choose answer D as much as 16 respondents, the reason for,
because: “Not only as an identity, but rather to creativity to create their own
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language in the community, share information words or new terms. With so could
be established familiarity among transvestites”.
Lowest answer is C as much as 3 respondents this means that very few
transvestites using slang language on the grounds that the content of the
conversation is not understood by other communities”.
Item 4 most who choose answer D as much as 26 respondents “This suggests that
the majority of transvestites are able to use slang terms they use in their
communities”.
Lowest answer is B as much as 1 respondent and C as much as 1 respondent “This
means that the need for learning and knowledge of the addition of slang
vocabulary”.
Item 5 most who choose answer D as much as 15 respondents” The reason is that
factor environment, meaning within the transvestites community itself, where the
transvestites was in required or obligated to use slang, it is one of the ways that all
transvestite in the community know the meaning of the terms, as the term is used
by so many transvestites.
Lowest answer is A as much as 5 respondents “This suggests that only a portion
of which states the cause of transvestite slang due to environment influences and
friends”.
Item 6 most who choose answer C as much 12 respondents the reason for, “Goal
especially was a secret language and to facilitate communication among
community members. Due to the use of slang or the general public outside the
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community do not understand what they are talking about or they are talking
about”.
Lowest answer is A as much as 3 respondents this suggests that only few
transvestite who use slang language support as our specific goal to be trendy
around the neighborhood”.
Item 7 Result the number of answer C and D in 10 respondents have the same
answer, but in this case there is a balance that choice, but every transvestite has a
different opinion.
Lowest answer is B a much as 4 respondents “this means that only a few
transvestite know slang only additional vocabulary”.
Item 8 most who choose answer D as much as 13 respondents “the reason for the
study showed that a person's interest into the transvestites community is affected
by a biological condition that is inborn and environmental factors play a major
role where someone against same-sex attraction.
Lowest answer is C as much as 3 respondents “this suggests that little transvestite
who are interested in using slang just because the language is relaxed.
Item 9 most who choose answer D as much as 11 respondents “this suggests that
slang like everyday language that people use the public, but for the transvestites
here the slang language outspoken, vulgar, core secret talks. Official language and
can only unknown by the transvestites community itself. So, when communicating
transvestites, the general public or outside their community cannot understand
what they are talking about or they are talking about”.
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Lowest answer is A as much as 5 respondents “this suggests that little transvestite
concludes slang is the language of personal”
Item 10 most who choose answer A as much as 11 respondents the reason for,
“this suggests that one thing that marks slang is a unique language”.
“Lowest answer is B as much as 5 respondents and D as much as 5 respondents
the reason for, “As a transvestite community language, slang would be a means to
self-interaction to indicate transvestites identity. Where in use slang language, we
are more widely known among the public because, it has a different language than
the other.”
Based on the result of questionnaires, the data above, the researcher
explained one by one from the higher to the lower of the slang meaning and
reason for the use of slang use in the transvestite community.

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

A. Conclusion
Based on the findings of the data analysis in the previous chapter, the
researcher puts forward some conclusions as follows:
1. English-Language slang used by transvestite is Pestol, Mandole, Mawar,

Mataram, Misua, Ni ye, Ngeper, Habring, Begokin, Bonsai, Cembekur,
Kencana, Lamreta, Lapangan Bola, Krejong, Nanda, Porkas, Kesandron,
Pecongan, Begokit, Ketokem, Celokan, Cacamarica, Hamidah, Himalayang,
Maluku, Diana, Ending, Maharani, Labik, Dokud, Romantic, Dokat,
Mursidah, Mukadima, Merekah, Jijay, Markijay, Kanua, Sakura, Soraya
Perucha, Sirkuit, Semampai, Rojer, Serasi, Organ, Pisang Besar, Sableng,
Rambutan, Pertiwi, Lupus, Kulit Kacang, Boby, Tinta, Akilah Lapangan
Bola, Frokus, Ganti oli, Salome, Selai Roti.
2. Among the slang used by the transvestite community in Taman Makam
Pahlawan Makassar City, there are a different vocabularies but have the
same meaning, namely: Lamreta-Giper- Capcus = Go, Cin-Cess = Friend,
Kencana-Maharani = Pee, Eike-Akikah = I, Jali – jail-Metong = Walking,
Bences-Bencus =Ttransvestite Kepelong-Sekong, Makarena = Head, JebolHamidah = Pregnant.
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B. Suggestions
Based on the experience of the researcher during the writing of this thesis,
the author intends to give conclusion as follows:
a. The researcher recognizes that there other characteristic or things of that
should be researcher to research, both from the point of view of linguistics and
sociolinguistics as well. The process of forming words or slang terms, in this only
be review by the way, and is expected to be the basis of language or resources for
the next step in researching more about slang.
b. The researcher expects that language enthusiasts in general and slang in
particular, in order to examine and explore more about the language of the
transvestite, to be able to know who they are, how their behavior and attitudes,
what their role and place in society, as well as their hopes for the future , through
the language they use.
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APPENDICES
Angket
AN ANALYSIS OF SLANG LANGUAGE USE IN TRANSVESTITES
COMMUNITY IN TAMAN MAKAM PAHLAWAN STREET VILLAGE
PAROPO SUB-DISTRICT PANAKKUKANG MAKASSAR CITY

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Mengapa anda menggunakan bahasa slang di dalam komunitas anda ?
a. Untuk mengindentitaskan diri
b. Sebagai bahasa rahasia
c. Lebih dimengerti
d. ………………(sebutkan)
Kapan anda biasa menggunakan bahasa slang di dalam komunitas anda?
a. Saat ada acara
b. Jika semuanya berkumpul
c. Saat bersantai
d. ……………. (sebutkan)
Untuk apa anda menggunakan bahasa slang di dalam komunitas anda?
a. Untuk mengidentitaskan diri
b. Untuk menjalin keakraban satu sam lain
c. Agar isi pembcaraan tidak dimengerti
d. ………………(sebutkan)
istilah-istilah apa saja yang anda gunakan dalam menggunakan bahasa slang
yang biasa anda gunakan dalam komunitas anda?
a. cing, lekong, cukcok
b. lebay, cong,, kipas
c. ni ye, pulse, pestol
d. ………………(sebutkan)
Apa penyebab timbulnya bahasa slang di dalam komunitas anda
a. Pengaruh lingkungan
b. Teman
c. Komunitas
d. ……………… (sebutkan)
Apa tujuan khusus anda menggunakan bahasa slang di dalam komunitas anda
?
a. Untuk lebih ngetrend di sekitar lingkungan
b. Terlihat santai
c. Mempererat hubungan satu sama lain
d. ………………..(sebutkan)
Apa manfaat anda menggunakan bahasa slang di dalam komunitas anda ?
a. Lebih mengerti bahasa slang

b. Tambahan kosakata
c. Sarana komunikasi
d. ………………..(sebutkan)
8. Hal apa yang membuat anda tertarik sehingga anda masuk dalam komunitas
waria, bisakah anda menjelaskan lebih spesifik ?
a. Bahasanya vulgar
b. Bahasanya blak-blakan
c. Bahasanya santai
d. ………………….(sebutkan)
9. Menurut anda bahasa slang itu seperti apa?
a. Pribadi
b. Tidak resmi
c. Bahasa identitas diri
d. …………………..(sebutkan)
10. Hal apa yang menandai bahasa slang itu menjadi bahasa identitas anda?
a. karena bahasanya unik
b. bahasanya lain daripada yang lain
c. menjadi pembeda antara komunitas yang lain
d. …………………..(sebutkan)

Questionnaires
Question 1: Why do you use slang in your community?
Transvestites answer:
e.

There were 9 respondent choose “For myself”.

f.

There were 7 respondent chose “Secret language”.

g.

There were 1 respondent chose “Better understood as one respondent”.

h.

There were 13 choose alternative answer as follows:
14. Because by using our slang, we can be familiar.
15. More comfortable using slang language than other languages because
it is more relaxed.
16. To convey the things that are considered closed to others so that they
do not know what is being said.
17. As more sociable and unique.
18. As our identity as transvestite community.
19. More understandable if you use slang because, easy to communicate.

20. Can used to communicate in the community because

used slang

language more pleasing to the ear.
21. Slang language easy to talk and as consolation.
22. Because the language is easier to use so that others in the transvestite
community could be better understand.
23. More interested using slang language than any other language.
24. To keep every conversation that we say will not be understood by
people outside our community.
25. As internal communications outside the community did not
understand what was being said.
26. Language is funny, unique, and more relaxed used slang language as
informal language.
Question 2: When do you use slang in your community?
Transvestites answer:
e.

There were 3 respondent chose “When there is an event”.

f.

There were 9 respondent chose “If all people crowd”.

g.

There were 7 respondents chose “time to relaxed”

h.

There were 10 choose alternative answers as follows:
11. When they want to convey confidential information that is not known
by other communities or others about what was discussed.
12. Arbitrarily, if longer wants to use slang because slang is not an official
language.
13. When communication with another people.
14. When transvestites gathered all of which are used in the community in
a relaxed state.
15. Slang language in our communities faster to understand the form of
abbreviations.
16. When I get together with friends and talk each other using slang.
17. Imitate slang language that is always using in our community.
18. We are always use slang language in our community however; we are
not use in outside our community.

19. To mock or talk about others.
20. When who want to express an opinion.

Question 3: What is your motive use slang in your community?
Transvestites answer:
e.

There were 7 respondent chose “For life style”.

f.

There were 4 respondent chose “To establish familiarity with each other”.

g.

There were 3 respondents chose “do not be understand to another people”

h.

There were 16 chose alternative answers as follows:
17. For pleasure, because the use of slang are the elements of
entertainment because of the unique and interesting language.
18. For self-defense, group identity and solidarity means of improving our
community. Creating an atmosphere that is more familiar to keep
hospitality among us because the use of slang is more relaxing easier
to be said.
19. Share confidential information in communications, we can form
words or terms.
20. To create a language of their own creativity within the community to
communicate every day.
21. That slang usage is more quickly understood about what was said.
22. Considered slang language that is easy to pronounce and more
familiarly used to strengthen the relationship.
23. As a code language that is understood by certain circle.
24. Generally used as a means of communication among the transvestites
communication during a certain period.
25. To express a sense of community for the users.
26. Using slang language we want to declare themselves as members of
different group from other communities.
27. If do not use slang language it means outdated, ancient, less socially.
28. Follow trend.

29. To know more vocabulary in slang language
30. Looking for information from anywhere.
31. Talks to disguise meaning and signifies our distinctiveness as
transvestite.
32. To easy communication in every conversation, communication
happens in our community.
Question 4: What terms do you use in your community?
Transvestites answer:
e.

There were 2 respondent chose answered “Cing (Teman) = (Friend)
Lekong (Kaum Waria) = (Transvestites)
Cukcok (Cocok) = (Match)

f.

There were 1 respondent chose “Lebay (Berlebihan) = (Excessive
Slapped)
Cong (Bencong )
Kipas (Tempeleng) = (Fan)

g.

There were 1 respondent chose “Ni ye (Olokan Halus) = (Subtle Ribbing)
Pulse (Pulsa) = (Pulse)
Pestol (Kemaluan Laki-laki) = (Genitalia)

h.

There were 26 chose alternative answer as follows:
27. Respondent 1
Kepo (Gila Urusan) = (Curiosity)
Masbuloh (Masalah Buat Loh) = (The Problem of You)
Rempong (Bikin Kesibukan) = (Make a Busy)
Pestol (Kemaluan Laki-laki) = (Genitalia)
Apik (Agak Pikun) = (forget)
Asbun (Asal Bunyi) = (Babble)
28. Respondent 2
Mekong (Makan) = (Eat)
Jatuh Cintrong (Jatuh Cinta ) = (Fall in Love )
Doski (Pacar) = (Girlfriend)
G R (Gede Rasa) = (Over Confidence )

29. Respondent 3
Mandole (Kerja) = (Work)
Mawar (Lapar) = (Hungry)
Mataram (Lambat) = (Slow)
Misua (Suami) = (Husband)
Ni ye (Olokan Halus) = (Fear)
Ngeper (Takut) = (Afraid)
30. Respondent 4
Habring (Bahagia) = (Happy )
Begokin (Begini) = (Like this)
Bonsai (Orang-Orang Kerdil ) = (Tiny People )
Beken (Bekas Kenek) = (The Former Conductor)
Blong (Tidak Perawan) = (Unvirginity)
Cabut (Berangkat) = (Departed)
Cembekur (Cemburu) = (Jealous)
31. Respondent 5
Kepelong (Kepala) = (Head)
Kencana (Kencing ) = (Pee)
Kesindang (kemana) = (Where)
Akika (Aku) = (I)
Lamreta (Pergi) = (Go)
Lapangan Bola (Kamu) = (You)
Krejong (Cium) = (Kiss)
32. Respondent 6
Nanda (Nanti) = ( Later )
Porkas (Peras Otak Rencana Kaya Akhirnya Sengsara) = (Squeeze
Brain)
Kesandron (Cocok) = (Matches)
Jojoba (Jomblo-Jomblo Bahagia) = (Happy Single)
Minong (Minum) = (Drinking)

Bencus (Banci) = (Tranvestite)
33. Respondent 7
Naspor (Nasi) = (Rice)
Menong (Mana) = (Where)
Lesbong (Lesbi) = (Lesbian)
Sekong (Sakit) = (Sick)
Pecongan (Pacaran) = (Courtship)
34. Respondent 8
Berak (Beranak dalam Kubur) = (Lambing in the Grave)
Begokit (Aku dibawah Dasar) = (I was Under the Foundation)
Pulse (Pulsa) = (Pulse)
35. Respondent 9
Jojing (Dansa) = (Dance)
Jebol (Hamil) = (Pregnant)
Ketokem (Ketemu) = (Meet)
CCA (Cari-cari Alasan) = (Looking for Reason)
Celokan (Celana) = (Pants)
Grobik (Mobil) = (Car)
36. Respondent 10
Cess (Teman) = (Friend)
Berondong (Masih Merah ) = (teenager)
Cacamarica (cari) = (search)
Dude (duda keren) = (cool widower)
37. Respondent 11
Hamidah (Hamil) = Pregnant)
Jail-jali (Jalan-jalan) = (hang out)
Himalayang (Hilang) = (Dissapear)
Capcus (Pergi) = (Gone)
38. Respondent 12
Maluku (Kesana) = (There)
Diana (Dia) = (He)

Ending (Enak) = (Good)
Maharani (Kencing) = (Pee)
Eike (Aku) = (I)
39. Respondent 13
Makarena (Kepala) = (Head)
Fiktor (Fikiran Kotor) = (Negatif Thinking)
Labik (Balik) = (Turning)
Mejeng (Nongkrong) = (Hanging)
Eboni (Eee Botak ni ye ) = (Bald)
40. Respondent 14
Dokud (Duda) = (Widower)
Romantic (Rokok, Makan, Gratis) = (Cigarettes, Eat, Free)
Dokat (Uang) = (Money)
Manja (Mandi Jarang) = (Rarely Shower)
Papa Carli (Pacar) = (Girlfriend)
41. Respondent 15
Mursidah (Murah) = (Cheap)
Motorola (Motor) = (Motorcycle)
Mukadima (Muka) = (Face)
Merekah (laki-laki) = (man)
Metong (jalan-jalan) = (Hange Out)
42. Respondent 16
Jayus (Joke-garing/tidak lucu) = (Is not Funny)
Jijay Markijay (Jijik) = (Disgust)
Kanua (Kamu) = (You)
Specil (Sepeda Cicilan) = (Bycickle)
Sakura (Saya Kurang Rapi) = (I am Less Neat)
43. Respondent 17
Soraya Perucha (Sakit Perut) = (Abdominal Pain)
Sirkuit (Sedikit) = (a Little)
Semampai (Semesterpun Tak Sampai) =(Less than Half)

Sepong (Siapa) = (Who)
Sastra (Satu) = (One)
44. Respondent 18
Cumi (Cuma Miscol) = (Just Miscol)
Ember (Emang) = (you are right)
Rojer (Menyerahkan) = (Submit)
Rapi (Rahasia Pribadi) = (Privaticy)
45. Respondent 19
Gilingan (Gila) = (Crazy)
Pere (Perempuan Eksperimen) = (Experimental Women)
Organ Tunggal (Orangtua) = (Parents)
Serasi (Seperti Kera Sinting) = (Like Crazy Monkey)
S H (Susah Hidup) = (Difficult Life)
T S T ( Tahu Sama Tahu) = (Know Each Other)
46. Respondent 20
Organ (Orang) = (People)
Lalat Ijo (Tentara) = (Army)
Pisang Besar (Burung Tanpa Sayap) = (Bird without Wings)
Sableng (KurangAajar) = (Brash)
Sebel (Senang Betul) = (So Happy)
47. Respondent 21
Rambutan (Ranbut Keamin) = (virginity hair)
Pertiwi (Perut) = (Stomach)
Lupus (Lupain Pacar Utamakan Selingkuh) = (Forget Boyfriend
Cheating Priority)
Bences (Banci) = (Transvestite)
Kulit Kacang (Kulit Kelamin) = (Genital Skin)
48. Respondent 22
Buaya Darat (Mata Keranjang) = (Eye the Basket)
Boby (Bokong Biadab) = (Shit Hump)
Cupen (Cukup Penting) = (Quite Important)

49. Respondent 23
Tinta (Tidak) = (No)
EGPCC (Emang Gue Pikirin Cuih) = (don’t care)
Akilah Lapangan Bola (Aku Lapar bo’) = (I’m hungry
SDMB (Sori Dori Mori bo’)
50. Respondent 24
Frokus (Frustasi) = (Frustrating)
Gemes (Genit Mesra) = (Flirtatious Intimate)
Giper (Pergi) = (Go)
Gino ( Gigi Nongol) = (Teeth Sticking Out)
Ganti oli (Ganti Pacar) = (Move On)
51. Respondent 25
Mojok (Pacaran ditempat sunyi) = (Dating lonely Place)
Salome (Satu Lobang Rame-rame) = (One Hole a Crowd)
Selai roti (Bersetubuh) = (Intercourse)
52. Respondent 26
Carmuk (Cari Muka) = (Advance Search)
Mojok (Sunyi) = (Lonely)
Question 5: What are the causes of slang in your community?
Transvestites answer:
e.

There were 5 respondent chose “The environmental effects”.

f.

There were 6 respondent chose “Friends”.

g.

There were 4 respondent chose “Community”.

h.

There were 15 chose alternative answer as follows:
16. Because my profession often use slang that arise in my workplace.
17. The factors emerging trends in the use of slang so it is often used in
day-to-day communications.
18. Is one of the causes of environmental factor.
19. Because it is susceptible to use slang language.

20. Especially by word of mouth for easy to blend with other
communities.
21. Factor of social networks like facebook, twitter, so that the emerging
slang.
22. First of its frequency to join this community, and eventually love
interest cause because the language is very relaxed and unique if
applicable.
23. Factor both print media and electronic media is very influential for the
use of one’s language, media spreading the slang.
24. Influenced by cultural life where I had ivied from unusual to usual.
25.

Social environment in the popular media are like TV, radio, the world
from film and used as a publication devoted to the transvestite.

26.

To appear more modern in order not to be considered less socially.

27.

Keep the contents of the conversation.

28.

Adoption of all kinds of code into slang to separate themselves from
that which is not understood to understand.

29.

The word contained meaning and connotation of its own meaning.

30.

Factor where the community is.

Question 6: What are your specific goals using slang in your community?
Transvestites answer:
e.

There were 3 respondent chose “for more trend surrounding environment”.

f.

There were 5 respondent chose “Looks relaxed by”.

g.

There were 12 respondent chose “Strengthen relationships with each
other”.

h.

There were 10 chose alternative answer as follows:
11. The secret languages of the goal for others outside in the community
or the community do not understand what we say.
12. To facilitate communication among communities in everyday
communication.
13. Maintained close relationship with others, as it was known at first we
did not each other, with our slang can become more familiar.

14. To show ID as part of our community.
15. More familiar with members of the community and make a special
term in a lot of people talking.
16. Make an exclusive group led to the creation secret language.
17. It means of communication required by the transvestites to convey
things considered closed to other group so that others do not
understand what is mutually discussed.
18. To express themselves with language.
19. As the existence of a new vocabulary elicits vocabulary.
20. To feel the creation of or intimate environment and at the same times
as the in-group identity.
Question 7: What are the benefits you use slang in your community?
Transvestites answer:
e.

There were 6 respondent chose “Better understand slang language”.

f.

There were 4 respondent chose “Additional vocabulary”.

g.

There were 10 respondent chose “The means of communication”.

h.

There were 10 chose alternative answer as follows:
11. Giving the impression of a unique and entertaining while using slang.
12. As no-formal communication advice to the other person in the
community for us to understand what the other person is delivered.
13. As internal communications so that people outside the community do
not understand what we are talking about.
14. To facilitate the delivery of the message delivered to them, because
the use of slangs it easier to communicate.
15. Have confidence, free to distribute vocabulary.
16. Share to inform about new vocabulary slang language
17. Not only used by certain groups of people but also special symbol
transvestite wherever they are.
18. More likely to create a dictionary that focuses on transvestite language
as slang dictionary.

19. For solidarity, then the creation of slang because, we as transvestite
usually consume contraband, so we use code to other if there is
something happen.
20. To hide our activities are carried out from the police.
Question 8: What makes you interested to join in the transvestite community,
can you specify?
Transvestites answer:
e.

There were 9 respondent chose “Vulgar language”.

f.

There were 5 respondent chose “Blunt language”.

g.

There were 3 respondent chose “Language is relaxed”.

h.

There were 13 chose alternative answer as follows:
14. In the transvestite community found many things that are unique and
interesting that makes me comfortable and fit in this community.
15. My attraction to the transvestite that made me interested in being a
part of the transvestite community.
16. Have additional friends’ especially personal experiences of each
member.
17. Because the slang language is easy using, every word use have style
language unique, sloppy, vulgar.
18. Because due to biological factor that make me go in the transvestite
community.
19. Often hearing that the slang spoken transvestites that got me interested
into the transvestite community.
20. Everyday environmental factors that is close to the transvestite
community.
21. Understandable language and additional vocabulary.
22. Want to be different from other social group.
23. Because I realized that we are brothers and have the same values for
advancing and improving slang.

24. Unique language styles and a lot of spoken terms that provide a
comfortable mood slang term for saying it interesting and funny.
25. I think one of the interesting things using slang that is, within this
community meetings held occasionally, but in this case we still use
slang Indonesian mix well. So, even in serious situations can still be
laughing, joking with each other and are not tied to the official rules
for speaking.
26. Because we know that the slang language was originally used by the
thugs as a code when the police raid there was a conspiracy but,
specially transvestite community we use slang language as a secret
language, for fun, and not too look for issues relating to the police, the
interesting use slang special for me because the community is the
place to channel slang terms.
Question 9: What do you think as if it was slang?
Transvestites answer:
e.

There were 5 respondent chose “Private”.

f.

There were 6 respondent chose “Unofficial“.

g.

There were 8 respondent chose “Language identity”.

h.

There were 11 chose alternative answer as follows:
12. Depicting unique language identity which is only understood by those
who join in the community.
13. The language used for the common good that other people do not
understand.
14. Vulgar language, rather nudity, language use what I want.
15. Non-formal language which is made by transvestite community to
communicate.
16. Creative language made by certain communities as their group
identity
17. Slang is the language used in their community to keep the
conversation from other community or society.

18. A code.
19. As a symbol of social identity in the transvestite community in
particular
20. Variations in language.
21. Connotative language containing terms on every word.
22. Language that reflects the peculiarities of slang language used in the
community.
Question 10: What makes language slang becomes your identity?
Transvestites answer:
e.

There were 11 respondent chose “Because of the unique language”.

f.

There were 5 respondent chose “Other than another language”.

g.

There were 9 Respondent chose “A differentiator among other
communities as much as”.

h.

There were 5 chose alternative answer as follows:
6.

Has a different language with other communities which have the
characteristic that made our identity.

7.

Easier mark our identity other members.

8.

If I use slang language others can already guess that I have an identity
in the use of slang.

9.

The language features of a personal nature the language of its own
distinctive form used terms.

10. Language is relaxed so we also transvestites comfortable using.
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